The NATRE fine-and microstructure data set is revisited to test salt-finger amplitude theories. Dependences of the mixing efficiency ⌫, microscale buoyancy Reynolds number Re and thermal Cox number Cx T on 5-m density ratio R and gradient Richardson number Ri are examined. The observed mixing efficiency is too high to be explained by linear fastest-growing fingers but can be reproduced by wavenumbers 0.5-0.9 times lower than the fastest-growing wavenumber. Constraining these fingers with a hybrid wave/finger Froude number or a finger Reynolds number cannot reproduce the observed trends with R or Ri, respectively. This suggests that background shear has no influence on finger amplitudes. Constraining average amplitudes of these lower-wavenumber fingers with finger Richardson number Ri f ϳ 0.2 reproduces the observed dependence of Re and Cx T on density ratio R and Ri at all but the lowest observed density ratio (R ϭ 1.3). Separately relaxing the assumptions of viscous control, dominance of a single mode and tall narrow fingers does not explain the difference between theory and data at low R for a critical Ri f ϳ 0.2.
Introduction
Salt-fingering is a double-diffusive instability that arises when an unstable vertical salinity gradient is stabilized by temperature. It is strongest when the salinity gradient almost compensates the temperature gradient. Fingering-favorable conditions are found in the subtropical Atlantic and Indian pycnoclines (Schmitt, 1981 (Schmitt, , 2003 You, 2002) , below salt tongues originating from the Mediterranean and Red seas (e.g., Williams, 1974; Magnell, 1976) , and in double-diffusive intrusions that form at density-compensated water-mass fronts (Toole and Georgi, 1981; Ruddick and Richards, 2003) . Of principal interest to the general oceanographic community is their heatand salt-fluxes as these can lead to water-mass modification and lower the available potential energy of the water column. While theory for the initial growth of these instabilities is well-established (Stern, 1969; Schmitt, 1979a; Kunze, 1987) , what sets their amplitudes in the ocean is far less certain because the mechanisms that arrest finger growth are nonlinear and unknown (Kunze, 2003) . In the ocean, there are also potentially confounding influences from turbulence (Linden, 1971; Taylor, 1991; Wells and Griffiths, 2002) and internal wave shearing (Linden, 1974; Kunze et al., 1987; Kunze, 1990 Kunze, , 1994 .
The importance of quantifying these fluxes was recognized early. Two-layer laboratory experiments (Turner, 1967; Linden, 1973; Schmitt, 1979b; McDougall and Taylor, 1984; Taylor and Bucens, 1989) suggested ⌬S 4/3 flux laws where ⌬S is the salinity difference between the layers. Applying the 4/3 flux laws in a thermohaline staircase east of Barbados, Lambert and Sturges (1977) inferred a salt eddy diffusivity of 5 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 m 2 s Ϫ1 . But these flux laws overestimate inferred fluxes in the permanent thermohaline staircase east of Barbados by an order of magnitude (Gregg and Sanford, 1987; Lueck, 1987; Fleury and Lueck, 1991) , a result confirmed by a tracer-release experiment (Schmitt et al., 2005) . Kunze (1987) suggested that this was because the staircase interfaces are much thicker than those in laboratory experiments. Stern (1969) put forward an ad-hoc nondimensional constraint ͗wЈbЈ͘/(N 2 ) ϳ O(1) that came to be known as the Stern number, where is molecular viscosity and N the buoyancy frequency. Kunze (1987) showed that the Stern number was equivalent to an inverse finger Richardson number Ri f Ϫ1 ϭ (ٌw) 2 /N 2 , provided that vertical acceleration can be ignored (ٌ 2 Ͼ Ͼ ‫,)‪t‬ץ/ץ‬ and that Ri f ϭ 0.25 was able to reproduce observed staircase fluxes when applied to the maximum amplitude of growing fingers. This constraint also seemed consistent with vertical erosion of a Meddy's core (Hebert, 1988) but when applied to average finger amplitude. Based on measurements in a continuously stratified fingering-favorable region of the eastern North Atlantic, St. Laurent and Schmitt (1999) suggest that the vertical diffusivity of salt associated with low density ratio R and high Richardson number Ri is an order of magnitude higher than predicted by finger Richardson number constraint Ri f ϭ 0.25 applied to maximum finger amplitude. Their diffusivity decreases with increasing R in contrast to the predicted trend for fastest-growing fingers. Observed signals are associated with mixing efficiencies ⌫ ϭ (N 2 /2ε)( T / Numerical simulations of salt-finger convection are challenging because of the large range of length-scales that must be included for realistic Prandtl number / T ϭ 7 and diffusivity ratio S / T ϭ 0.01 (e.g., Piacsek and Toomre, 1980; Yoshida and Nagashima, 2003) . As a result, modelers often resort to two-dimensional simulations, even though it is known that stability problems are inherently different in 2-and 3-D (e.g., Winters and Riley, 1992; Radko and Stern, 1999) , or use higher Lewis numbers. To reproduce the ⌬S 4/3 flux laws found in laboratory experiments, layered systems have been examined in 2-D (Whitfield et al., 1989; Piacsek et al., 1988; Shen, 1989 Shen, , 1993 Shen and Veronis, 1991, 1997; and 3-D (Radko and Stern, 2000) . More relevant to most of the fingering-favorable parts of the ocean, including the NATRE measurements, are simulations with continuous vertical gradients which have also been conducted both in 2-D (Shen, 1995; Stern and Radko, 1998; Merryfield, 2000; Stern et al., 2001; Stern and Simeonov, 2002; Radko, 2003 Radko, , 2005 ) and 3-D (Radko and Stern, 1999; Stern et al., 2001; Stern and Simeonov, 2004; Stern and Simeonov, 2005) . Shen (1995) suggests that equilibrium arises from detachment of buoyant blobs at finger tips. His simulations produced fluxes increasing with the mean vertical temperature or salinity gradients at fixed density ratio R and decreasing with R . The relation between fluxes from 2-D and 3-D simulations was explored by Stern et al. (2001) but needs further investigation due to their limited computer resources. Stern and Radko (1998) , Radko and Stern (1999) and Stern and Simeonov (2004) suggest that amplitude equilibration is achieved via nonlinear triad interactions in the sugar-salt system. Alternatively, Stern and Simeonov (2005) proposed a secondary instability mode which accompanies fastest-growing fingers in the heat-salt system, then parameterized fluxes using an eddy length due to fingers. While numerical simulations have made great strides in recent years, because of the need to resolve a broad range of scales and influences, these still have not converged and further research is needed.
In this paper, we test salt-fingering theories (Section 2) to explore which proposed constraints might set finger amplitudes in the ocean. We revisit the St. Laurent and Schmitt (1999) data set in Section 3. In Section 4, we show that fastest-growing fingers (Stern, 1960; Schmitt, 1979a; Kunze, 1987) cannot explain the observed decreasing (increasing) trend of ⌫ with R (Ri). Wavenumbers which reproduce the observed trends in ⌫ are obtained diagnostically. These wavenumbers are lower (larger wavelengths) than fastest growing. Observed microscale buoyancy Reynolds number Re and Cox number Cx T are compared to values predicted from linear theory constrained by various nondimensional constraints including finger Richardson number Ri f (Kunze, 1987) , hybrid wave/finger Froude number Fr w/f (Kunze, 1994) and finger Reynolds number Re f . We also compare the data with a recent parameterization of Cx T from numerical modeling (Stern et al., 2001) . In Section 5, the assumptions of viscous damping (ٌ 2 Ͼ Ͼ ‫,)‪t‬ץ/ץ‬ single wavenumber and tall narrow fingers (ٌ 2 Ϸ ‫ץ‬ 2 /‫ץ‬x 2 ϩ ‫ץ‬ 2 /‫ץ‬y 2 ) used in the standard linear finger model are relaxed to see how they affect the discrepancy between data and theoretical predictions. The single-wavenumber assumption is addressed by using a salt-finger wavenumber spectral model (Schmitt, 1979a; Shen and Schmitt, 1995) to determine contributions from salt-fingering wavebands other than a single wavenumber. The results are summarized and unaddressed issues discussed in Section 6.
Salt-fingering theory
The governing equations for linear salt fingers are Stern, 1960) , where w is the vertical velocity due to salt-fingering, g gravitational acceleration, ␦ and ␦S temperature and salinity contrasts between fingers, ␣ the thermal expansion coefficient, ␤ the haline contract coefficient, z and S z vertical temperature and salinity gradients within the fingers, molecular viscosity, T molecular heat diffusivity and S molecular salt diffusivity with Ͼ Ͼ T Ͼ Ͼ S . Solutions to these equations commonly rely on three assumptions (e.g., Stern, 1960; Schmitt, 1979a; Kunze, 1987; Smyth and Kimura, 2007) :
(i) neglect of the acceleration term ‫ץ‬w/‫ץ‬t in the vertical momentum conservation equation (viscous control), (ii) tall narrow fingers for which ٌ 2 Ϸ ‫ץ‬ 2 /‫ץ‬x 2 ϩ ‫ץ‬ 2 /‫ץ‬y 2 , and (iii) sinusoidal horizontal finger structure sin(kx) where k is horizontal wavenumber.
With these assumptions, the growth rate can be written (Kunze, 1987) where S z and R ϭ ␣ z /(␤S z ) are the background salinity gradient and density ratio, respectively. The growth rate for fastest-growing fingers is
with fastest-growing wavenumber (Stern, 1975; Schmitt, 1979a; Kunze, 1987) .
using w ϭ ‫ץ‬h/‫ץ‬t ϭ h/2 and the nondimensional temperature difference between up-and (Kunze, 1987) , where h is the finger height. Depending on the horizontal planform, horizontal averaging variance coefficients
2 ͑kx͒dx ϭ 1/2 for sinusoidal sheet planform fingers. The ͗ · ͘ average in (6) will denote either an ensemble-average of statistically steady fingers or a time-average of growing fingers over time interval t max from their inception to when the finger amplitude h exceeds a threshold constraint (discussed next). We will make use of the fact that mixing efficiency ⌫ theo is independent of finger amplitude h to show that observed mixing efficiency cannot be explained by fastest-growing fingers regardless of amplitude. Clearly, (5) and (6) are not the same. First, the observed ⌫ (5) has a factor of 2/5 in it from the assumption of isotropy while fingers are not isotropic. Second, the observed ⌫ is based on vertical gradients of horizontal velocities while the finger ⌫ is based on horizontal gradients of vertical finger velocities. In contrast to laboratory experiments at high density ratios which find tall well-ordered vertical fingers, numerical simulations and laboratory experiments at low density ratios observe disordered, jumbled finger fields with aspect ratios O(1) (e.g., Merryfield, 2000) . Thus, the assumption of isotropy in the observations may be appropriate. But this calls into question the tall-narrow finger assumption in the theory (which is addressed in Section 5) and possibly calls for adjustment of the theoretical relations. Following St. Laurent and Schmitt (1999) , we will take the observed (5) and theoretical (6) parameters to be equivalent for comparison purposes but urge caution in the interpretation and will return to this issue in the Discussion (Section 6).
For fastest-growing fingers (3) and (4), (6) becomes
The mixing efficiency ⌫ differs from the relation found by Hamilton et al. (1989) (Stern, 1975) because their relation is derived from steady turbulent kinetic energy and temperature variance conservation in analogy to the steady turbulent balances, while fastest-growing fingers are unsteady. Without any constraint, finger height h will grow indefinitely to produce unrealistically unbounded vertical fluxes of heat and salt. This suggests that there is a mechanism which disrupts growth of fingers in the ocean. In this study, we focus on three ad-hoc constraints (Stern, 1969; Kunze, 1987 Kunze, , 1994 Kunze, , 2003 for nonlinear breakdown of finger growth by secondary instability. We caution that the connection between any of these constraints and secondary instability of fingers is not well established. As described in the introduction, numerical simulations suggest that finger amplitude may be controlled by the shedding of blobs from growing finger tips or secondary instability associated with nonlinear triad interactions:
1. Finger Richardson number assumes salt-finger growth is disrupted by shear between fingers overcoming the vertical stratification,
where N f is the horizontally-averaged finger-modified buoyancy frequency (Kunze, 1987) . For constraint (8), finger height
The presence of the horizontal averaging coefficient C w signifies that we are constraining the variance of Ri f , not maximal values. If maximal values were constrained, the resulting h would be smaller by a factor of ͌ 2. For square planform fingers sin(kx)sin(ky), h would be larger by ͌ 2. Note that Ri f and Re theo (6) are simply related (8). When viscous damping dominates, (10) is identical to that from the Stern number (Stern, 1969) . Holyer (1984) found that fingers are unstable to secondary instability regardless of Ri f , suggesting that the breakdown of fingers does not have the same dynamics as shear instability. In sugar-salt lab studies, the Stern number ranges from 0.1-0.001 (Lambert and Demenkow, 1971; Griffiths and Ruddick, 1980) , suggesting that Ri f approaches infinity as the Prandtl number becomes very large (Radko and Stern 2000 (Kunze, 1994) . This assumes that fingers form sheets aligned with the shear (Linden, 1974) . Resulting finger height
We use the finger-modified stratification N f 2 (9) felt by the fingers rather than the background stratification N 2 ϭ g␤S z (R Ϫ 1) used in Kunze (1994) . However, the finescale shear U z ϭ ͌ N 2 /Ri is defined using the background stratification. 3. Finger Reynolds number describes when nonlinear salt-fingering inertia exceeds viscous damping
for which finger height
This constraint has not been used in previous studies although Stern (1969) noted that it was equivalent to the Stern number. Note that the finger Reynolds number constraint Re f (13) differs in form from the theoretical finger Reynolds numbers Re theo (6) that will be compared with the observed microstructure Reynolds number (5).
The thresholds are applied both (i) assuming the constraint applies to an ensembleaverage finger height ͗h͘ in a statistically stationary finger field, and (ii) assuming fingers grow from small perturbations h 0 ϭ ϭ 2/k to be disrupted at a maximum finger height h ϭ h max set by the given constraint, then repeat this cycle. Case (i) might apply if finger amplitudes are limited by shedding elongated blobs from their tips. In this case, Re and Cx T are obtained directly from (6) and will be denoted ͗͘ e . In case (ii), maximum Re and Cx T obtained from (6) are normalized assuming exponential growth by (Kunze, 1987) . The resulting time-averages are denoted ͗͘ m . Average Re and Cx T for case (ii) found to be independent of h 0 for h 0 ϭ 1/k Ϫ 2/k because finger height grows to be much larger than h 0 for R ϭ 1.3-2.
Observations
Fine-and microstructure data were collected with the High-Resolution Profiler (Schmitt et al., 1988) during the North Atlantic Tracer-Release Experiment (NATRE, Ledwell et al., 1993) . The bulk of the fingering-favorable data comes from isopycnals lighter than those where warm salty Mediterranean Salt Tongue and cool fresh Labrador Sea watermasses are stirred down to finescale filaments and interleave (St. Laurent and Schmitt, 1999; Ferrari and Polzin, 2005) . These shallower density surfaces are characterized by density ratios R Ͻ 2 while those in the denser interleaving water have R Ͼ 2. The High-Resolution Profiler is equipped with CTD sensors and an acoustic velocimeter as well as microscale shear and temperature probes. We use data previously processed and interpreted by St. Laurent and Schmitt (1999) , namely 121,441 samples of finescale stratification N 2 , potential temperature gradient
, as well as microscale kinetic energy turbulent dissipation rate ε and temperature variance dissipation rate
Laurent and Schmitt, 1999] . Microscale quantities have been binned in 0.5-m intervals while finescale quantities are based on 5-m fits centered on the microscale bins. St. Laurent and Schmitt (1999) distinguished salt fingering from turbulence using observed mixing efficiencies in 5-m density ratio R and Richardson number Ri spaces, finding that salt-fingering signals were most consistently found for 1 Ͻ R Ͻ 2 and Ri Ͼ 1. Restricting the data set to these R and Ri ranges reduces the number of bins to 33,661 (28%). After further eliminating data suspected by being noisy following Schmitt et al. (1988) and Toole et al. (1994) (Table 1) , the number of bins is reduced to 26,153 (22%).
Histograms of ε peak around 10 Ϫ10 W kg Ϫ1 but the criteria 1 Ͻ R Ͻ 2 and Ri Ͼ 1 still allow ε as high as 10 Ϫ8 W kg Ϫ1 (Fig. 1a) . Since our study focuses on salt-fingering signals without contributions from turbulence, we further restrict the buoyancy Reynolds number Re ϭ ε/(N 2 ) Ͻ 20 to exclude possible turbulent signals. This restriction is consistent with past observations in C-SALT (Gregg, 1988) and the criterion for buoyancy-restricted turbulence (Stillinger et al., 1983; Itsweire et al., 1986) . This criterion reduces the number of bins under consideration to 18,389 (15%). We caution that the resulting subset could still include low-Reynolds-number turbulence which should be characterized by moderate ε, low Cx T and low ⌫ (Gargett, 1988; Ruddick et al., 1997) .
In this study, a less restrictive criterion Ri Ͼ 0.25 rather than Ri Ͼ 1.0 (St. Laurent and Schmitt, 1999 ) is used because we found that this criterion produces the same trends (Fig. 1b) . This raises the number of bins available for analysis to 27,712 (23%).
Nondimensional 5-m density ratio R and Richardson number Ri define our background parameter space. R -binned mean Ri lies between 3 and 7 with larger values for R Ͼ 1.4, while Ri-binned mean R is nearly constant around 1.65 (Fig. 2) . R -binned mean z and N 2 are increasing functions for R Ͻ 1.5, and decreasing functions for R Ͼ 1.5 (Fig. 3) . The 5-m z and N 2 become small as R approaches one as one might expect. Ri-binned mean z and N 2 are both increasing functions, suggesting that mean stratification contributes to Ri variability. Using the bootstrap method (Efron and Gong, 1983) , the 5-m scale variables are sorted in R or Ri spaces which are subdivided by 2000 samples per bin, yielding 13 bins. 2000 random samples with replacement are selected from each bin to obtain bin averages. The mean and 95% confidence limits of 1000 such averages are then estimated.
Comparison with data a. Mixing efficiencies ⌫
To test the validity of fastest-growing fingers often assumed, we compare the observed and theoretical mixing efficiencies ⌫ (5) and (6). Observed ⌫ obtained from our criteria is higher than that obtained by St. Laurent and Schmitt (1999) because of our restriction Re Ͻ 20. But, as found by St. Laurent and Schmitt, it is a weakly decreasing function of R (Fig. 4a) since the decreasing trend is stronger in Cx T than that in Re (see Figs. 6-7) . The approximate dependence of the observed mixing efficiency to density ratio is
. Mixing efficiency ⌫ is an increasing function of finescale Richardson number Ri (Fig. 4b) because Re has a decreasing trend. Low-Reynolds-number turbulence The increasing theoretical trend of ⌫ with R for fastest-growing fingers (7) is not reproduced observationally. Moreover, the fastest-growing ⌫ underestimates the observed mixing efficiencies. Since theoretical ⌫ is independent of finger amplitude, this cannot be explained by any of the amplitude constraints. However, it is explicable by fingers with lower than fastest-growing wavenumber (6). Figure 5 shows the best-fit wavenumbers k that can reproduce the observed trend of ⌫ with density ratio. These range from roughly 0.5k FG at R ϭ 1.3 to 0.9k FG at R ϭ 2 and can be expressed as a quadratic function of R as k ϭ Ϫ120R 2 ϩ 460R Ϫ 334. This form is used to test each finger constraint as a function of density ratio.
b. Reynolds (Re) and thermal Cox (Cx T ) numbers
Observed buoyancy Reynolds number Re and thermal Cox numbers Cx T decrease weakly both with increasing R (Figs. 6-7) . Observed Re decreases weakly with Ri (Fig. 6 ) density ratio R on Richardson number Ri. Vertical bars denote 95% confidence limits. Axes ranges were chosen to correspond between the two panels.
while Cx T shows little dependence on Ri (Fig. 7) . The best-fit values of the constraints Ri f , Fr w/f and Re f that reproduce the average Re and Cx T are summarized in Table 2 assuming the constraints are applied to best-fit wavenumbers (Fig. 5) 
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Comparison of the R and Ri dependences of the observations and the model with the various constraints is shown in Figures 6 and 7 . Although Fr w/f ϳ 1.5 applied to ensemble fingers (solid red curves) reproduces observed Re and Cx T in R space (thick black curves), the observations do not show the dependence on Ri predicted by the hybrid Froude number constraint (Kunze, 1994 Table 2 , dashed curves in Figs. 6-7) are either not consistent with dynamically plausible values or do not reproduce the observed dependence on R or Ri. This explains the discrepancy with the magnitudes of the salt diffusivity inferred by St. Laurent and Schmitt (1999) since they based their parameterized estimates on maximumamplitude fluxes. Kunze (1987) reproduced a subset of inferred fluxes in the thermohaline staircase east of Barbados applying the Ri f constraint to maximum finger amplitudes. However, this was based on Re ϳ 2 and Cx T ϳ 8 while Re ϳ 20 and Cx T ϳ 60 appear to be more typical values (Gregg and Sanford, 1987 ). Best-fit wavenumbers are obtained by matching observed and theoretical (6) mixing efficiencies ⌫. The theoretical ⌫ from (6) is contoured for values of 0 to 2. The theoretical contours and fastest-growing curve for ⌫ are not smooth because observed N 2 as a function of density ratio R (Fig. 3) are used.
Relaxation of assumptions
Fastest-growing fingers (3), (4) and (7) can reproduce neither the level nor R dependence of the observed mixing efficiency ⌫ (Fig. 4) . However, lower wavenumbers (k Ͻ k FG ) have theoretical mixing efficiencies consistent with the observations (6). Best-fit wavenumbers to the observed mixing efficiency ⌫ range from 0.5k FG for R ϭ 1.3 to Richardson number Ri. Vertical bars denote 95% confidence limits. Angle brackets ͗͘ e in the index corresponds to the constraints being applied to the ensemble-average best-fit fingers (Fig. 5) , ͗͘ m to their being applied to best-fit growing fingers at their maximum amplitude.
0.9k FG for R ϭ 2 (Fig. 5) . When ensemble-average finger amplitudes ͗h͘ e for these wavenumbers are constrained with a dynamically plausible value of the finger Richardson number Ri f ϳ 0.2, linear theory is able to reproduce the observed Re and Cx T at all but the lowest density ratio of R ϭ 1.3 (Figs. 6-7) . The fact that Cx T from Stern et al. (2001) better matches the observed R trends at low R Figure 7 . Average Cox number Cx T as a function of (a) density ratio R and (b) Richardson number Ri. The index is as in Figure 6 . The pink solid line in (a) is from numerical simulations by Stern et al. (2001) . Vertical bars denote 95% confidence limits. (Fig. 7) suggests that some physics may be missing in the assumptions used for the finger model that might explain the observed behavior at R ϭ 1.3. Here, several of these assumptions will be separately relaxed to examine their impact. We will assume that a single constant Ri f ϳ 0.2 for ensemble-average fingers constrains finger growth based on Figures 6-7. First, we verify viscous control (ٌ 2 Ͼ Ͼ ‫.)‪t‬ץ/ץ‬ Second, a salt-finger wavenumber spectral model (Schmitt, 1979a; Shen and Schmitt, 1995) is used to estimate contributions from wavenumbers other than best-fit wavenumbers. Finally, a simple model is developed to relax the assumption of tall-narrow fingers (ٌ 2 Ϸ ‫ץ‬ 2 /‫ץ‬x 2 ϩ ‫ץ‬ 2 /‫ץ‬y 2 ). Considering nonlinear advection in the momentum and scalar equations is beyond the scope of our study. We only revisit trends of Re and Cx T in R space because the observations show little Ri dependence (Figs. 6-7) .
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a. Viscous damping
For the vertical momentum equation (1), we followed standard practice and neglected vertical acceleration ‫ץ‬w/‫ץ‬t which is much smaller than the viscous term ٌ 2 w for all but R 3 1 (Schmitt, 1979a; Smyth and Kimura, 2007) . Relaxing this viscous damping control, the time rate of change term ‫ץ‬w/‫ץ‬t will have the same sign as the viscous term Ϫٌ 2 w. Thus, for a given w, one would need a larger buoyancy term b ϭ g(␣␦ Ϫ ␤␦S). This implies larger ␦ and ␦S anomalies as well as larger property fluxes and thermal Cox numbers. Here, rather than solve the full cubic problem for and k 2 , we formulate an ad-hoc amplification factor (k 2 ϩ )/k 2 (Fig. 8 ) which reflects how much larger the buoyancy b would have to be if vertical acceleration were included. Approximating the growth rate (k) from (2) for best-fit wavenumbers k, that is, neglecting vertical acceleration and using averaged background values (e.g., ␤S z ), the amplification might enhance Cox numbers Cx T , the buoyancy b and buoyancy-fluxes wb as R 3 1 (Fig. 8) ; amplification is larger for best-fit than fastest-growing wavenumbers. However, since Re Table 2 . Constraint values for Re (Fig. 6 ) and Cx T (Fig. 7) . Numbers in angle brackets ͗͘ e correspond to the constraints being applied to best-fit (Fig. 5) (Fig. 7a) Ri space (Fig. 7b )
and Ri f scale in the same way (6), relaxing viscous control does not impact Re (Fig. 6) . A more rigorous analysis that solves the full cubic finds a less than 3% change in the growth rate (k) at R ϭ 1.3 and no improvement in replicating the observed Re and Cx T at low density ratio.
b. Contributions from other wavebands
Another possible explanation for the difference between observed and predicted Re and Cx T as density ratio R approaches 1 may arise from contributions by other than best-fit wavenumbers. To explore this possibility, we use a spectral model (Schmitt, 1979a; Shen and Schmitt, 1995) based on linear growth theory (1) and propose a scenario in which salt-finger growth is disrupted by the finger Richardson number criterion (8). This approach requires a seed spectrum
where S[w 0 ](k) is the horizontal wavenumber spectra for vertical velocity w and k 0 the lower bound of the integration which is set arbitrarily to be the wavenumber below k FG in (4) for which the growth rate (k 0 ) ϭ FG /10, approximately
k 1 is the upper bound of the integration, set to the wavenumber for steady fingers Figure 8 . Amplification factor (k 2 ϩ )/(k 2 ) for buoyancy b if acceleration term ‫ץ‬w/‫ץ‬t is included in vertical momentum conservation (1). The solid line is for best-fit wavenumbers (Fig. 5) and dotted line for fastest-growing wavenumbers k FG from (3) and (4).
The seed variance ͗w 0 2 ͘ is chosen arbitrarily to be O[(w max /100) 2 ] ϳ 10 Ϫ12 m 2 s Ϫ2 so will depend on finescale parameters g␤S z and R . Assuming power spectra of the form k n and k 1 Ͼ Ͼ k 0 , we can express the seed spectra as
to recover ͗w 0 2 ͘ upon integration (17). This approach will not work for a k Ϫ1 spectrum (n ϭ Ϫ1). As fingers grow, the spectra evolves as
with different wavenumbers k growing at different rates (k) (2). For the finger Richardson number constraint, the goal is to find the time t max such that
This constraint weights higher wavenumbers. For this reason, best-fit wavenumbers in Figure 5 are increasing functions of R . We note that the inverse finger Richardson number Ri f Ϫ1 is used in this expression. We use critical values for Ri f from Table 2 .
Microscale buoyancy Reynolds number Re and thermal Cox number Cx T can be written spectrally as
Because Re ϭ N f 2 /(Ri f N 2 ) (8), Re will be unchanged from Section 4 (Fig. 6 ). Cx T is smaller and an increasing function of R because of its dependence on k (Fig. 9) . Contributions from higher wavenumbers with faster growth rates contribute significantly. Therefore, fingers are arrested before Cx T can become as large as in the single-wavenumber case. Different seed spectral shapes have different impacts on Cx T because Ri f weights higher wavenumbers. Thus, t max and Cx T are larger when spectral slope n Յ Ϫ2 (21) (Fig. 9) . The spectral approach could only reproduce the observed trends of Cx T and ⌫ for a red seed spectrum which emphasizes k Ͻ Ͻ k FG , meaning that contributions from low 
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wavenumbers dominate. This is commensurate with the best-fit wavenumbers being lower than fastest-growing wavenumbers (Fig. 5 ) so is not discussed further.
c. Short fingers
In obtaining the best-fit wavenumbers, tall narrow fingers (ٌ 2 Ϸ ‫ץ‬ 2 /‫ץ‬x 2 ϩ ‫ץ‬ 2 /‫ץ‬y 2 ) are assumed. However, at low density ratios, growth is disrupted while fingers are still relatively short. This effect may be even more significant when finger wavenumbers are lower (Fig. 5) . Here, we treat this possibility with a simple model assuming (i) viscous control and (ii) sinusoidal spatial structure [sin(k x x)sin(k z z) where k x and k z are horizontal and vertical wavenumbers, respectively]. Then (1) can be rewritten
t wdt. This model ignores possible contributions from pressure p and horizontal velocities (u, v) that are likely to arise at finger tips and thus be more important for short fingers. Best-fit wavenumbers are used for k x . We set the initial condition h 0 ϭ 2/k x so k 0 2 ϭ 2k x 2 . Since these equations include terms that are nonlinear in k 2 , T k 2 ␣␦ and S k 2 ␤␦S, these are integrated numerically with iteration. We assume that finger growth is arrested by threshold finger Richardson number Ri f values from Table 2 .
Re and Cx T are estimated numerically setting ‫ץ‬w/‫ץ‬z 0 and ‫‪z‬ץ/ץ‬ 0
from (25) because growth rate becomes a function of time as h and hence total wavenumber k evolve. Re and Cx T estimated from the short-finger model (Fig. 10) produce almost the same results as the tall narrow fingers of Section 4 (Figs. 6-7) because fingers become sufficiently tall before they become unstable that the vertical structure does not matter. Thus, relaxing the tall-narrow finger assumption does not significantly modify fluxes.
Summary and discussion
A subset (Ri Ͼ 0.25, 1 Ͻ R Ͻ 2, Re Ͻ 20) of the NATRE fine-and microstructure data set (St. Laurent and Schmitt, 1999) was revisited to test theories for salt-finger amplitude. These data are characterized by dissipation rates ε ϭ 5 ϫ 10 Ϫ11 to 5 ϫ 10 Ϫ9 W kg Ϫ1 (Fig. 1) . Observed microscale buoyancy Reynolds numbers Re decrease with increasing density ratio R and Richardson number Ri (Fig. 6 ). Observed thermal Cox numbers Cx T decrease with increasing R (Fig. 7) . Observed mixing efficiencies ⌫ decrease with increasing R and increase with Ri ( Fig. 4) . The trend with Ri might be attributed to low-Reynolds-number turbulence at low Ri. However, observed mixing efficiencies ⌫ are too high and have the wrong trends in R to be explained by either turbulence or linear fastest-growing fingers (Fig. 4) . Linear fingers with wavenumbers lower than fastest-growing can have similar mixing efficiencies (6). Finger wavenumbers that reproduce the observed ⌫ range from 0.5k FG at R ϭ 1.3 to 0.9k FG at R ϭ 2 (Fig. 5) . Assuming best-fit wave numbers and applying three ad-hoc instability constraints to the average finger amplitude (finger Richardson number Ri f , hybrid wave/finger Froude number Fr w/f and finger Reynolds number Re f ), it is shown that a dynamically plausible critical Ri f ϳ 0.2 (Kunze, 1987) can reproduce the average Re and Cx T level as well as their dependence on density ratio R and background Richardson number Ri at all but the lowest density ratio R ϭ 1.3. Ri f ϳ 0.2 underestimates Re and Cx T by roughly 30% as R 3 1.3. It also underestimates Re at the lowest resolved Richardson number Ri ϳ 0.4 but not Cx T which may indicate contamination by low-Reynolds number turbulence. The observed Cx T dependence on R agrees with recent numerical simulation estimates (Stern et al., 2001) .
The Fr w/f constraint (Kunze, 1994) cannot reproduce observed trends with Ri. Re f (this paper) cannot reproduce observed trends with R (Figs. 6-7) . We conclude that neither the hybrid wave/finger Froude number Fr w/f nor finger Reynolds number Re f are appropriate constraints on finger amplitude. The former refutes the suggestion of Kunze (1994) that background shear fundamentally changes the secondary instability of salt fingers. A better understanding of what controls secondary instability and the maximum amplitude of salt fingers is needed.
Assumptions of (i) viscous control (vk 2 Ͼ Ͼ ), (ii) single (best-fit) wavenumber and (iii) tall-narrow fingers (ٌ 2 Ϸ k x 2 ϩ k y 2 ) were separately relaxed to see if they had any impact on the conclusions. Neither a spectral finger model (Fig. 9) nor relaxation of the tall-narrow finger approximation (Fig. 10) yield improved model fits to the data. Relaxation of viscous control (Fig. 8) would result in some amplification of the Cox numbers, buoyancy and buoyancy-fluxes at lower density ratio. However, since Re and Ri f scale in the same way (8), relaxing this assumption does not impact Re so the fits in Figure 6 are not improved. While this study has shown that linear salt fingers with amplitudes constrained by a dynamically plausible finger Richardson number Ri f ϳ 0.2 can reproduce much of the observations, this could only be achieved by choosing wavenumbers lower than fastestgrowing to reproduce the observed mixing efficiency ␥ (which should be independent of finger amplitude). These best-fit wavenumbers ranged from 0.5k FG at R ϭ 1.3 to 0.9k FG at R ϭ 2. These were found in an ad-hoc manner by insisting that the theory reproduce observed mixing efficiencies ⌫ (Figs. 4 and 5) . No general explanation is offered for why oceanic finger wavenumbers might be lower than fastest-growing. Observed horizontal wavenumber spectra (Gargett and Schmitt, 1982; Marmorino and Greenewalt, 1988) often show excess variance at wavenumbers below the peak as compared to a spectral model but these have proven difficult to interpret because the horizontal structure of fingers in the ocean has not been established; if salt sheets are present, lower apparent wavenumbers may be present depending on the angle of attack. Fleury and Lueck (1992) found peak wavenumbers below fastest-growing in the interfaces of the thermohaline staircase east of Barbados but also reported lower-than-predicted dissipation rates. Taylor (1991) found lower wavenumbers in laboratory experiments following disruption by turbulence but fastest-growing scales dominated once the fingers had re-established a statistical steady state. In summary, conclusive observational support for lower wavenumbers dominating is absent.
An issue not treated here is that temperature microstructure must cascade to higher wavenumbers than momentum in order to dissipate. If the microscale wavenumbers for these two variables scale as k T /k ϭ ͌ / T (Batchelor, 1959) , this will boost the mixing efficiency ⌫ by / T . Moreover, the 2/5 isotropy factor (5) arguably should be applied to the theoretical as well as the observational estimates for consistency. Combining these two effects brings the average mixing efficiency for fastest-growing fingers into the observed range. However, the theoretical trend with density ratio is still in the reverse sense to that observed. Insisting again that the theoretical ⌫ reproduce that observed produces a second set of wavenumbers that range from slightly below fastest-growing at the lowest R to slightly above. Seeking a critical Ri f that best explains the observations, one finds ͗Ri f ͘ e ϭ 0.95 Ϯ 0.02 and ͗Ri f ͘ m ϭ 0.43 Ϯ 0.01. In this case, the predicted Re and Cx T exceed the observations at R ϭ 1.3 and fall below them at R Ͼ 1.7. The difference in temperature and velocity dissipation scales should be explored with direct numerical simulations.
If we assume the lower wavenumbers are correct (Fig. 5) , at R ϭ 1.3, one might argue that, at inception, vertical and horizontal wavenumbers are the same (k z ϭ k h ) such that k TOT Ϸ k FG and k x Ϸ 0.5k FG (Fig. 5) . However, this argument cannot be applied at higher density ratios where the best-fit k 0.5k FG . Alternatively, fingers may be aliased to lower wavenumber through interaction with vertical internal wave straining (Schmitt and Evans, 1978) ; Kunze (1990) showed that interaction with near-inertial shear will tend to cause finger wavenumbers to catastrophically increase so cannot explain our inferences. Nonlinear advection terms (e.g., Radko and Stern, 1999; Stern and Simeonov, 2004; Stern and Simeonov, 2005) ignored here may play an important role in salt-finger dynamics. Stern and Simeonov (2005) found that the secondary instability is a subharmonic of fastestgrowing fingers and most active at low R . Higher mixing efficiencies might also arise from assumptions about isotropy in the vertical profile data that were not applied consistently to horizontal microstructure predicted by theory though we are somewhat encouraged by the close agreement of the observed Cx T with 2-D numerical simulations (Stern et al., 2001) . Without horizontal microstructure measurements or more complete analysis of direct numerical simulations, this issue cannot be resolved. It would also be valuable if future numerical simulation papers described the dependence of observables on density ratio R in addition to Cox number Cx T such as dissipation rate ε, Reynolds number Re, peak wavenumber k, mixing efficiency ⌫ and flux ratio R F . Ferrari and Polzin (2005) and Smith and Ferrari (2008) argue that T is stirred down from the largescale water-mass gradient between the Mediterranean salt tongue and Labrador Sea Water by geostrophic eddies. They showed that all the T could be explained by this eddy stirring on isopycnals occupied by these two water-masses. In this scenario, the mixing efficiency ⌫ is largely a combination of T from lateral eddy stirring and dissipation rate ε from isotropic turbulence associated with diapycnal mixing. If the eddy-stirring mechanism holds, lateral processes and not salt-fingering dynamics would control T and ⌫ so these variables would not illuminate salt-finger processes. However, the depth range where this interleaving occurs has R Ͼ 2 and is below that included in the data subset examined here where the T-S curve is relatively tight so that stirring-induced interleaving seems less likely.
